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Video and the Rise of Content Marketing
There are 3 things happening that have become driving forces that are shaping the evolution of content
marketing, and the role video plays within each one.
1. Key buyers are becoming increasingly influenced by video.
A recent Forbes study of more than 300 C-level executives at large US companies revealed surprising
insights on the growing impact of video content:
•

Video is becoming a critical information source for senior executives. More than 80% are watching
more online video today than a year ago.

•

Senior executives are turning to video more frequently. 75% said they watch work-related videos
on business-related websites at least weekly.

•

Work-related video can drive executives to take action. Overall, 65% have visited a vendor’s

•

website after watching a video.

So it’s not surprising that video is fast becoming a critical form of content for buyers. It’s also not
surprising that the rise of content marketing has created too much content for any one person to digest,
making the need for short, well-scripted and relevant video content all the more critical.
2. Marketers need more feedback about their content.
Research shows that only 36% of B2B marketers believe they’re being effective with content marketing,
and less than half feel they’re producing engaging content.
Blame the lack of a strong feedback loop. How do you know if the content produced was actually
consumed? Did people read it all or just partly? Did they read it more than once? Did they share it?
When dealing with video, however, the feedback loop is built in, thanks to the linear nature of count
and time elements in the analytics. Knowing how many times a video was played (count) and how long
it was watched (time) can rock your world with feedback.
Your count, or click-through rate, tells you if there’s interest in the content. The time, or attention-span
data, tells you if the actual video content was compelling and engaging.
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That is a huge win over traditional copy on a Web page, which leaves marketers all but empty-handed
about which pieces of content readers found most engaging, including how much of it they read.
Video provides highly tailored feedback, enabling marketers to learn what’s engaging and what’s not. If
people are dropping off your 90-second video after 10 seconds, you’d want to know and adjust
accordingly. If 80% stayed and watched to the end, you’d want to know that too.
3. The pressure to show content ROI is increasing.
As efforts toward content marketing rise, so does the relative marketing investment. More than half of
B2B marketers plan to increase their content marketing budget over the next 12 months. By capturing
user-level information, including what videos each lead watched and for how long, and feeding that data
into marketing automation or CRM tools, marketers can segment, score, and nurture leads.
Not only can you tell what specific line of service a lead is interested in, you’ll know how much he or
she is engaged. This informs the next appropriate action (nurture or contact directly) and provides the
perfect context for following up with information tailored specifically to the lead.
When the business is won, you can use the data to understand which pieces of video content have the
most impact on closing business, and optimize accordingly.
If video content marketing is still a mystery in your marketing program, it doesn’t have to be. The
resources available to marketers are affordable and easy-to-use... and, soon, they will be indispensable.
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